
the start of a beautiful friendship



why stacey?

Stacey Schieffelin, Ford model and makeup guru, successful entrepreneur 
and true believer in empowering women to live the life they dream is 
brimming over with knowledge about how to look and feel your best 
every day. She has a very specific vision when it comes to the power 
of beauty. Stacey believes putting your best face forward is a mark of 
self-respect, not vanity. She believes every woman deserves to know 
the secret beauty tricks of the models and movie stars... every woman 
deserves to have her own customized makeup blueprint that maps out 
her personal path to beauty and self-confidence.  
 
You finally have found your best friend who knows how to show you 
the way to achieve your dreams.
 
“Personal beauty is an inside/outside adventure,” says Stacey.  “A 
woman needs to feel confident on the inside, and beautiful, on the 
outside—at every age! These two empowerments are two sides of the 
same coin and they are within every woman’s reach. With a little help 
from a friend.”

come share the ybf dream
For more than a decade, I’ve had the honor of talking one-to-
one with women all over the world about what makes them feel 
confident and beautiful. With the success of my first cosmetic 
brand, I was blessed to find so many women who embraced 
the ideas and friendship we were sharing, and I kept hearing 
the phrase “best friend” as my girlfriends described their feelings 
about the products and our community. 

So I knew that when I launched my dream venture, I would 
honor the name given me by these wonderful women, ensuring 
that every product, service and experience offered under this 
name would live up to its pledge as “your best friend”—ybf.

Imagine having a friend whose sole purpose is to make you 
look and feel your best and most beautiful, every single day.  
That’s the friend I want to be for you!

I want to share with you every glamour lesson I learned during 
my years as a model, every makeup artist secret, every beautiful 
idea from my worldwide travels, sharing all the opportunities 
you might not have known about. I want us to care about 
and rely on one another, and have fun together as no other 
company has ever imagined.
 
Sharing stories...swapping tips...trying out what’s latest and 
greatest...sharing the fun of getting the most out of life and 
doing it together. That’s what I’m dreaming of for you and me.
 
I invite you to share the dream. I hope you’ll give me the 
opportunity to help you change your world... because when 
you get down to the truth of what I hope and dream, ybf is all 
about you!
 
OXO – ybf, 
Stacey



Stacey brings her runway model savvy and intuitive understanding of 
women’s needs to ybf, a comprehensive cosmetics line with products 
fashion-right and user-friendly. Stacey believes you will come to think 
of each product as your best friend. She has created a revolutionary 
approach to cosmetics called Color Care, which features beautiful, 
blend-able products you’ll love!

Working with some of the most advanced ingredients and technology 
available today, Stacey has infused the line with ybf ’s Smart Active 
Complex, an exclusive, paraben-free formula, enriched with extracts 
from the earth. This innovative complex acts as a personal skin monitor, 
making sure nothing shows through except a beautiful you! ybf 
continues Stacey’s long tradition of providing goof-proof, controllable, 
personalized beauty products that deliver maximum results with minimal 
effort. The shades are carefully selected to enhance and adjust to all 
varieties of skin tones and intensities for customized looks.

ybf  is about sharing the magic...

the secrets…

the products…

the tools…

the know-how.

the ybf must-haves
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Neutralizing Face Primer
Let’s face it...every face needs 
the appearance of smoothing, 
moisturizing, line-filling flawlessness 

flawless canvas

the foundation of everything

ybf prime time?
Apply light-as-air, ybf perfect prep 
face primer formula to clean skin or 
moisturized skin before or in place 
of foundation. An artist primes the 
canvas with a base color to even the 
surface, conceal flaws, and provide 
a smooth medium on which to work; 
your face needs the same priming, 
to prepare it for the color to come. 
Prepping our skin with primer creates 
a barrier between skin and makeup, 

offering extended wear and color-true payoff for all your beauty products. 
bff tip: Give your face a wakeup call! Take a few minutes to gently massage ybf 
perfect prep face primer into your skin. A light massage is stimulating to blood 
flow and gives skin a glowing appearance.

ybf  fussy about foundation?
Your foundation is the base for your face…it sets the scene for all the products 
you intend to use to create and enhance your own natural beauty. For foolproof 
application, place a dot of ybf  hands-free light diffusing foundation on your 
forehead, nose, chin and each cheek, then use our diamond-shaped sponge 
to blend downward and outward. Keeping hands foundation-free, the ybf 
easy-on applicator also allows you to create a very sheer, weightless, no-mask 
makeup look. ybf  hands-free light diffusing foundation is also builable for 
more complete coverage—your choice! 

ybf a shape shifter?
Contouring & Highlighting are two fabulous techniques makeup pros regularly 
use to refine the look of features for one’s facial structure. Contouring or “shading” 
is the use of dark colors to make areas appear more recessed; Highlighting 
is using lighter shades to showcase and bring forth your best features. ybf 
brighten, hide and sculpt concealer trio contains three yellow-based shades 
- light to dark - for complete color customization to match any skin tone and to 
perfectly highlight and contour.

if forehead is...
Wide: apply contour to the outer corners and blend to the hairline.
Small or short: apply highlighter to the center to open the area.
Protruding: apply contour all over to make it appear to recede.
High: contour around the edge of the forehead and blend toward the hairline.

if jaw is...
Square: apply contouring at the square corners; blend well.
Narrow: apply highlighter at both sides of the jaw and blend.
Uneven: if one side is more prominent, simply apply shading to the area that 
protrudes and blend to soften. Then highlight the opposite side to create balance.

if cheekbones are...
Long or Flat: apply highlighter to both sides of the face horizontally above the bone.
Full & Round: apply contouring beneath the natural cheekbone; highlight near 
the temple and upper cheekbone.
Low: apply highlighter to upper, outer part of the cheekbone.

if chin is...
Pointed: shade the tip, then highlight the outer corners of the jaw; blend well.
Receding: apply highlighter to the tip of the recessed area; blend well.
Large, Squared Tip: soften the edges of the chin at the outer corners with 
contour; then blend.
Long: apply shading over the most prominent area; blend.

if nose is...
Wide: shade the sides and blend back toward the face; apply highlighter to bridge.
Rounded Tip: shade the edges to create a softer appearance.
Uneven Nostrils: darken the higher part of the nostril or lighten the lower area 
to create balance.
Bump: darken the most prominent part and blend to recede.
Uneven Nose: apply two straight lines of contour directly down each side area 
of the nose.
Turned-up: darken the upper tip of the area.



undercover agents bronze and glow

ybf a bronze goddess? 
Faux glow warms the skin and provides eternal summer. Use your ybf bronzer  
where the sun might naturally strike the face; around the hairline, on the nose, 
cheekbones, temples, chin for a hint of radiance. Plus, bronzer can contour your 
face in a subtle, natural-looking way.

ybf  into cheek chic? 
Blush can warm the appearance of skin tone, add a hint of glam or glow, highlight 
or make you look more radiant. Why wouldn’t you bother to brush up on blushing, 
when it’s just the added attraction you need for a radiantly finished face? 

hint of a tint: If you apply your blush before you do your eyes, you’ll avoid 
overdoing your eye makeup. You won’t want to use blush to change or restructure 
your face – it doesn’t appear natural. But it should be used to add the finishing 
touches to your makeup.

stay centered! 
Always apply blush from the outer part of the face moving toward the center. 
A cheekbone should have natural depth toward the back of the face, gradually 
coming toward the front. (Think of the tunnel effect). Create a natural look by using 
circular motions, blending with your brush rather than stroking.

brush up!
• Load product onto brush 
• Tap handle on back of hand to remove excess powder 
• neutralizing powder: dust lightly over face
• bronzing powder: use the powder where the sun might naturally strike your face 
• blush: work from hairline to cheekbone in circular motion

quick fix: If you think you’ve applied too much bronzer or blush, simply brush on a 
little ybf  yellow neutralizing powder to tone down or even out the color.

Round Heart-Shaped Square Oval

Yellow-based concealers and neutralizers are the undercover agents which help 
camouflage whatever your heart desires, and aids in freshening up and evening 
out your look! 

ybf hiding undercover? Wake up the look of tired eyes and mask broken 
capillaries, scars, blemishes, imperfections and spider veins. ybf  brighten, hide and 
sculpt concealer offers a unique 3-shade system for complete color customization 
for just YOU—shades to match skin’s depth of color, skin’s undertones, and a darker 
shade for contouring.

When using concealer with no foundation, go with a color that closely matches 
your skin tone. Under-eye concealer looks best when it is one shade lighter than 
your skin tone—you can blend in the next shade darker in the system if you think it is 
too light. Use your ring finger to dab & blend for a perfect, soft application. 

To pinpoint application on blemishes, use a concealer brush and remember a little goes 
a long way with these high level pigmented shades – and make sure you moisturize the 
area first, allowing the emollient to soak in before adding concealer.

neutral is good! Everybody needs to neutralize something. ybf  neutralizing 
crème softens the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles and hard to cover 
imperfections while it brightens the look of your complexion.

powder makes perfect: Powder is essential to your makeup application to deliver 
a soft, lightweight veil of color. It blends and sets foundation and concealer, absorbs 
oil, assists in concealing pores and more. For touch ups, you’ll love the portable 
practicality of your ybf  yellow neutralizing pressed powder compact.

complexion perfection with kabuki brush: Your ybf  complexion perfection 
with kabuki brush gives you the best of pressed & loose micro-fine powder without 
the mess. Each turn of the dial dispenses a customized dosage of multi-color 
adjusting powder—mint green to play down redness, yellow to assist in evening 
out the appearance of skin tones, lavender to attract light, peach to help brighten 
and bronze for warmth—giving your skin perfection in soft-focus radiance.

Round Faces: Dust bronzer into your cheek hollows, high on your temples next to your 
hairline and faintly under your chin. Highlight along your cheekbones.
Heart-Shaped Faces: Bronze your temples and dust bronzer into your cheek hollows.
You may opt to dust a dab of bronzer on the tip of your jawline by your chin too.
Square Faces: Highlight the central strip from the center of your forehead to your chin. 
Bronze the sides of your hairline and faintly bronze the square extremities of your jaw line.
Oval Faces: Blend into cheek hollows and highlight the cheekbones near your eyes. 
Dust jawline for more structure.FA
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Your eyes are the windows to your soul, your age, and the attitude you 
take toward putting your best face forward! Focus on making them look 
absolutely fabulous and you’ll never go unnoticed again!

ybf  an eye advocate? Before you break out the brushes, determine your basic 
eye shape and structure.

ybf one who draws the line? Lining & defining are the eye opening experience 
you need to help your eyes live up to their potential. ybf liners come in emollient-
enriched formulas with a sponge tip applicator so you can soften and blend like a 
pro, creating a smooth, luxurious, yet softly subtle line.

average
Apply contouring shade along lash line, then in along crease to form sideways v-shape Blend.
Create wedge at the outer corner with accent color.
Line upper and lower lash lines.

close-set
Place a light shade of concealer to the inner corner of eye—dust with ybf  neutralizing powder.
Using eyeliner, line top lid close to lash line (line should thicken towards outer corner).
Use a pale shadow from inner corner to mid-lid.
Apply a slightly deeper shade from your mid-lid to outer lid. Blend. 
To widen eyes even more, define brows with eyebrow pencil.

prominent lids
Add contour shade over entire socket from lash line to crease line. Blend.
Highlight under brow bone.
Apply accent color over lash line from inside corner to slightly past outside corner and 
below crease.
Line upper lashes, thicker at the end, line lower. Smudge.

wide-set
Apply a deeper shade from inner corner to middle of lid.
Apply a lighter shade from mid-lid to outer lid.
Blend where the different shades meet.

deep-set
Choose light glimmery shades.
Sweep shade across lid from the inner corner to a little beyond the outer corner.
Place a shade one to two shades deeper in the crease of the eye. Blend.

creaseless lids
Sweep a light shade across entire lid.
Using eyeliner, create a thick smoky line along top lashes.
Line bottom lashes with a thinner line.

hooded eye
Apply lightest shadow from lash line to brow with a little more color at the 
inside corner.  
Apply contour shade on lid from corner to corner, extending slightly above crease and 
under lower lashes, working from outside corner to inside edge of iris.
Apply accent color very close to lash line above center of pupil and blend outward.
Line upper lashes corner to corner, lower lashes from outside corner to inside one-third 
of bottom of the eye.

easy on the eyes!
Apply eye liner first, before eye shadow. The shadow will soften the 
line for a beautiful, natural look.

Use short strokes instead of one continuous line, and don’t extend line 
too much past outer lid.

Use a softer touch when applying liner to bottom lashes.

Always smudge and blend!

To improve your liner’s staying powder, trace over the line with a detail 
brush using a similar shade of eye shadow.

Average

Close-set

Prominent Lids Wide-set

Deep-set Creaseless Lids

all about eyes

Hooded Eye

FIND YOUR 
EYES



all about eyes

ybf made in the shade? Dark eye shadows create definition and drama... 
lighter eye shadow shades make an area come forward, and seem larger and 
fuller. Just remember to blend, blend, blend! Layer your fashion shades over your 
browns and neutrals to add depth and create an up-to-date look.

ybf excited about being framed? Many women wear glasses, at least part 
time! But do you know how to change your makeup so your eyes are at an 
advantage? Glasses really draw attention to your eyes... there are tricks you need 
to know to bring it all into focus. Apply a touch of pearlescent eye shadow in white 
or a light neutral to the inner corner of your eye lids. Exaggerate your shadow and 
mascara a bit. Well-shaped brows play a key role; you want them to “frame” your 
face, not your glasses.

ybf into brows that wow? Well-groomed and well-defined brows have the 
power to alter the appearance of your face significantly. You should comb your 
eyebrows before applying your eyebrow pencil, and then ever so lightly comb 
them when you have completed. Use your eyebrow pencil with feathery strokes. 
Blend carefully and remove any telltale marks. 

pencil perfect Hold a pencil vertically against the side of the 
nostril. The point at which the pencil crosses the brow is where the 
natural brow line should start. Lightly mark this spot with pencil. 
Don’t tweeze brows too far behind this line.

While keeping bottom of pencil stationary at base of nostril, slide the top slightly 
across the front of the eye. Stop at the outer edge of the iris. Where the pencil 
crosses the brow is where the arch should be. Lightly mark this spot.
Again, keeping bottom of pencil stationary at base of nostril, move pencil 
diagonally so that it extends past the outer corner of your eye. Lightly mark this 
spot. Your brow should not go past this point, or your eye will appear to droop. 
Use short, feathery strokes to fill in brows.
Often times we make the mistake of going too dark – no worries – don’t remove! 
Just apply a light dusting of ybf yellow neutralizing powder over the brows to 
soften until the shade is perfect for you. This also sets the brow.

ybf on the fringe of greatness? One swoop through your lashes can 
completely transform your look. Long lush lashes are simply gorgeous; they brighten 
the appearance of the eyes, soften the look of the face and give you a warm, 
beautiful look. Even if there’s no time for eye makeup, always use mascara – it 
works wonders!

lash flash! To instantly plump up lashes, dust them with ybf yellow neutralizing 
powder... then plant the mascara brush into the root and wiggle it in a zigzag 
motion from root to tip to emphasize lashes and the lash line. Let dry. Repeat 2-3 
times. Apply one coat on bottom lashes for a finished look. 

lips say it all

ybf a lover of lips?
Your lips laugh, kiss,and speak your truth. A pretty pout... a perfect lip line... 
an imperfection-correction... gloss, glow, glamour. Lips really have a lot to say 
about how sexy and sensational you look.

lip, lip, hooray!
Lip liner is the first step to professional-looking lips. It adds a richer dimension to lip 
color and makes lip products last longer. In our diving age, lip liners are even more 
essential, because our lips become pale and thinner, and we lose our natural lip 
lines. No worries, just draw them on—naturally!

it’s easy!
Apply concealer or lip base and set with a light dusting of translucent ybf yellow 
neutralizing powder powder. Line lips with liner pencil. Apply lip color, beginning 
at the outer corners of each lip and draw up and in. Open your mouth slightly, to 
cover the corners of your lips.

pick your pout!
Get picture perfect lips by using these application tips, based on your individual lip 
shape. Dotted lines represent actual lip shape.

Thin Lips  
Pick a lip liner and a lip color that match.
Apply concealer to natural lip line and powder.
Outline just above natural lip line and fill in with the 
liner. Add color. 
Avoid dark or dull colors because they make lips 
appear smaller.

Large or Full Lips
Apply concealer to hide natural lip line and powder 
the lips.
Line the inside of the natural lip and fill with lip color.
Avoid light, bright or shiny shades.
Larger Upper or Lower Lip: follow same steps.

Uneven Lips
Apply concealer and powder the lips.
Apply a lip liner to achieve desired lip shape.
Fill with color.
Smaller Upper Lip: create a new curved shape above 
the natural lip line, then fill in with color.



If you find it hard to keep your hand steady while applying lip liner, try the dot 
method: Draw a dot on each point of the upper lip’s cupid bow and then draw 
two more dots right below them on the bottom of the lower lip. Simply connect the 
dots from the outside into the center and you’re done.

For longer lasting color, line and fill in the entire lip area with liner, then apply 
lipstick and glosses. Use liner as close to your natural lip color as possible, even 
with red lipstick.

A lip brush is the trick to getting a pro look. Begin applying lipstick at the center 
of each lip and work your way out toward the corners. Keep the brush flat against 
your lip, so you will get cleaner edges and a more even coat of color. Place pinky 
on chin to control brush perfectly.

lipstick:  If you’re looking for a classic look, cream lip products are the way to 
go. They can be matte, glimmery or slightly glossy, but are distinguished by their 
primarily opaque finish and richer, “creamy” consistency.  

lip stain: Stains do just that – they temporarily tint the lips with a wash of color that 
lasts all day. The beauty of stains is that they won’t smudge, budge or wipe off – unless 
you take them off, making them great for those who love a low-maintenance lip. 

lip gloss: Glosses are the lip’s version of cute summer flip flops – fresh, casual and 
fuss free. Clear, tinted glosses with a hint of color and creamy “opaque” glosses 
look great on all ages.  

Natural colors with shine help lips appear fuller; matte textures help lips appear 
smaller. Browns, corals and reds that have a pink-based color help teeth glow 
whiter and mature skin appear rosier.

We genuinely hope you enjoyed learning & reading  
through this extra special ybf beauty booklet that was created 

by loving girlfriends for loving  girlfriends!

hot lip tips
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